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ABSl'RACT 
Analysis tecilniques are developed for the r.mltivariable root 
locus and the multivariable optimal root locus. The generalized 
eig~~value problam is used to compute angles and sensitivities for 
lnth ti"pCll of loci. and an algorith!n is pre!:"!nteri that detent:ir.es 
the as~pt~t!c properties of the optimal root locus. 
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I. Intt"oduction 
The claslliclll ro.lt locus has prov~n to be a valuable analY!lis and 
delSign tool for single inJ;Ut single cut["..!t linear control syste:ns. 
Research is curr~tly underway to extend these methods to multi-input 
multi-outJ;Ut linear control systems and linear optimal control syst~s. 
In this paper we present analysis techniques for both at these multi-
variable root loci. We show how to compute \Ulgles and sensitivities for 
both types of loci, and how to determine the asymptotic behavior (as 
control weights get s:nall) of the optimal root locus. 
Previous loIOrk on angles and sensitivities is contained in (1,2). 'rhe 
fOrtler uses time danain techniques (the eigenvalue problem) and the 
latter uses frequency do:nain teehniq'.les. We extend the time domain 
techniques through the use of generalized eigenvalue problems, and 
we soow this approach to be significan'tly better for computing angles 
of approach. 
Perhaps the most significant developc1ent in the understanding of 
multivariable root loci was the concept of multivariable transnission 
zeroes [3]. These forc the endpoints of all asymptotically finite 
branches. Detercining the behavior of the asymptotically infinite 
branches, however, has proven to be a difficult problem and all of the 
details are not yet known [4]. Frequency dcrnain interpetations of 
multivariable root loci using Riemann surfaces have been given [5], 
and the behavior of the closed loop eigenvectors has also attracted 
some attention. 
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The root loci of linear quadratic optimal control systeIlls were 
first described for single-input single-output syBtema in [6,7]. These 
methods haole been extended to the wlti-input case in [8,9,10). Asymptotic 
propertios (which includo the l1symptotic behavior of eigenvectors) are 
used to sel.tct quadratic weights in (11). Optimal root loci can be 
considered a special case of ordinary linear feedback loci, and it 
tuma OUt that the Adymptotica.Lly infinite behavior of this special 
case is better behaved. Consequently more progress has been made in 
analyzing thts behavior (12,13]. He extend the available analysis 
techniques for determining the asymptotically infinito behavior to 
include the behavior of the eigenvectors. In doing so we use a new 
type of subspace deco:nposition which s.i!llpl!fies the previous analysis 
tcchniq.lC [12). 
In section II we develop the fomulas for computing angles and 
sensitivities of the multivariable root locus. In section III these 
fotmUlas are applied to the multivariable opti:nal root locus. Then in 
section "N we develop analysis techniques for determing the asymptotically 
infinite behavior of the multivariable optiIr.al root locus. 
The Generalized Eigenvalue Problem 
The generalized eigenvalue problem is to find all fi!lite A and 
their associated eigenvectors v which satisfy 
Lv ... AMv' 
L and H are real valued p:p matrl.CCS which are not neceso;arily full 
rank. If M is invertible then prc..""Ulltiplication by H -1 changes the 
, 
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generAlizea eigenvalue probl.em into a st:ar.dard eigenvaluo problea for 
which there are exactly p solutions. I:. general there arc 0 to p finite 
solutions, except for the deqena"ate caso when all A in the cOIlIplex plane 
is a solution. Reliable FORTRAN subroutines baaed on stable numerical 
algorithms exict: in EISPACX [14) to solve the generalized eigenvalue 
problen. See [lS) for tho application of this software to a related 
class of probleJ:Is. 
Notation 
Matrices are denoted by capital letters, scalars and vectors by lo~ 
case letters. AT and yR are the tran:rpose and Hermitiar. transpose, 
respectively, -t -1 T T -1 of A and y. A indicates (A ) or, equivalent, (A) • 
A > 0 and A > 0 indicatee that A is positivE' Hemidefinite ane! positive 
definite. If A is Sl'=1etric then A 1/2 is the (nonunique) decomposition 
of A into A 1/2A l/zr. !iUbspaces are denoted by SCl. ipt letters, with 
n the exception of the re.!l vector space Ja. "rm A" and "ker A" are the 
imago and kernel of the ll.near cap A. The dimension of U is dim U I 
subspace inclusion is~, sub:lpace intersection is (), and a linear 
co::lbination of subspaces in U + V. An open loop linear system is denoted 
by (dlB,C). 
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II. Angles end Sensitivities of the Root Locus 
We consider the linear time invariant output feedback probl$ 
(1) 
(2) 
-1 
u --~. Jt (3) 
The closed loop system matrix and its eigenvalues, right eigenvectors, and 
left eigenvectors are defined in the uEiWll w.y by 
1 
A" - A--DI<C CA. Jt (4) 
i-l, ••• ,n (5) 
i .. 1, ••• , n • (6) 
We make the assumptions that (A,B) ill controllable, (C,A) is observable, 
and K in invertable. Only the case were the number of inputs and outputs 
are equal is treated, and we further assume that the closed loop eigen-
values are distinct. 
As k is varied from infinity down to zero the closed loop eigenvalues 
trace out a root lo:us. At k - CD (to be more precise let I. .. 11k and use 
I. ... 0) the n branches of the root locus start at the open loop eigenvalues. 
As k'" 0, some number p ~ n-m of these branches approach transmission 
%eros, which are defined here to be those values of s which reduce the 
rank of 
rA - sI 
l- C :] . 
, 
t 
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We further rule out degcnerate cases, in other \oIOrds we asRUmC! that A,B, 
and C do not conspire in INch a way that any value of 8 in tho co::plex 
plane reduces the rank of the J:c!1trix. t1e note that if all of our aSGUllIptions 
are valid then this is an adequate dl'.fi."lition of tranmni8sion zeros (3). 
Also as k + 0, tb\:: remaining n-p branches of the root locus app::oach in-
finity. Tho beMvior of these branches concern us in Section r/. 
At any point on tbe root locus an angle ca."l ~ defined. Consider the 
closed loop eigenvalue s1 which is computed for some '1alue ef k. If k 
is perturbed by an amount 6k then 131 wUl be pcrturbd by l1l'i. As 
6k + 0 then 6s/t:.k approaches the constant ds/dk (tf this limit exists). 
The angle of the root locus at poine s1 is then defined to be 
where "arg" is the argument of a complex nu:z:her _ The angles of the root 
locus at the open loop eigenvalues are the angles of departure, and the 
angles at the transmissions zeroes are the angles of arrival, rigure 1 
illustrates these definitior.~. 
Next we define the sensitivity of a closed loop eigenvaluc to a change 
inktobe 
IdS i l sadkj_ 
This definition is motivated by the approximation 
from which we obtain 
• 
----.--- -_ ..... --- - -'" 
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So, to first order, a chanqe Ale "'ill ~V8 a1 a d1r:t.Ance I~£lil in the 
direction arg (dsi ) 0 
Before presenting formulas for t~Be angles L~d sensitivities, we 
present the following le::ma, which shows how the generalized eigenvalue 
problem can be used to compute the closed loop eigenstructureo 
R L~ 1. The si' Xi' and Yi nre solutions of the generalized eigen-
value problems 
i-l,ooo,p (7) 
i-I, 000' p 0 (8) 
~o From (7) we see that 
(9) 
(10) 
substitute (10) into (9) to get 
which is the same as (5), the defining equation for the closed. loop eigen-
values and right oigenvectors. In a s~ilar way (8) can be reduced to (6) 
- .. _--.-- ... _------_. --_ .... -~ .. 
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and the proof is complete. Lenxr.a 1 is not a new result but we have been 
unable to find a reference for it. A precu:cor of this result (without 
consideration of closed loop eigenvectors, and without mention of the 
generalized eigenvalue problem) is the polynomial nyste:n matrix repre-
sentation of Rose.nbrock I 3 1 • 
When k> 0 then p, the number of finite solutions of si in (7) and 
(8), is equal to n. When k- 0 then 0 ~ p ~ n-m (under stated assumptions). 
The ability to use (7) and (8) with k o. 0 is the major Advantage of the 
generalized eigenvalue problem. The finite solutions si when k- 0 are 
the transdsslon zeroes of the system, and the Xi and Y~ vectors are the 
right and left zero directions US]. FrODl (7) and (8) it is clear that 
as k + 0 the fbtite closed loop eigenvaltles approach the transmission 
I 
zeroes and the associated eigenvectors approach the zero directions. 
The solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problems contabt two 
vectors Vi and n~ which do not appear bt the solutions of the ordbtary 
eigenvalue problems. The :importance of the Vi vectors can be explaL'1ed 
as follows. The closed loop right eigenvector Xi is constralned to lie 
n -1 bt the m dimensional subspace ofJR spanned by the columns of (siI-A) B 
(17). Exactly where Xi lies in this subspace is deterrrlned by Vi' via 
-1 Xi • (ail - A) B'J i. This follows from the top part of (7). If the state 
lIn (IG), trans:aission zeroes are computed by solvbtg an eigenvalue problem 
for equ3tion (5) with k close to zero. This is the high gain feedback 
metood. In '!Sl this is shown to haVe the potential to be computat1onally 
inferior to solving equation (7) with k q O. 
.. 
'" 
..:--' - -
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of the closed loop systes:a at time zero is Xo • AXi , then the state trajectory 
sit for tilDe greater than zero is x(t) - AXie , and tho control action is 
sit sit 
u(t) - -(A/kJKCxie - avie This follows from the bottom part of (7). 
The n~ vectors play an analogous role in the dual system S(_AT, eT, BT). 
For our purposes, however, thCl Viand n~ vectors are also signifieant 
because they can be used to cOl:lpute the angles on the root locus. This is 
shown by the following Theorem: 
Theor~ 1. The angles of the root locus, for 0 < k < co and for distinct 
Si' are found by 
R 
(dsi ) co al:g 
-YiBKCxi 
o<)c<oo arg H 
Yi';i i-I, ••• , P 
(11) 
nRK-lv 
(dsr ) .. arg i i O<k~O arg H 
Yixi 
i-l, ••• ,p 
(12) 
Remark. The angles of departu~e are found using (11) with k - 00, the 
angles of approach are found using (12) with k .. O. For k > 0, p • n; and 
for k = 0, 0 ~ p ~ n-m. 
Proof. The proof of (11) can be found in [1]. To prove (12), we first 
show that 
dS i 
--dk (13) 
Rewrite (7) as 
i-I, ... , P (14) 
where 
[
1\ B] fI 01 L· -c _kK-1 M a ~o 0 
Let also, 
, 
i 
1 
I 
- - - ... ~ ... 
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Differentiate (14) to get 
dv [! U.-OiM)]Vi + (L-Sil.f) d;-O 
H Multiply on the lef'~ by u i to get 
After substituting and rearranging the result is (Il). The formula for 
the anglo is srown fro:n (13) to be 
Since k varies negatively fran 0) to 0, arg (dk) .. 180·, and since 
arg(-1) • laOe , the result is (12). This completes the proof. 
Tho angles on the root. locus for 0 < k < ~ can be found using 
either (11) or (12). Except for k very close to zero, when numerical 
problCllls lIIAY be a factor, it is best to use (11) because it involves 
solving an n dimensional eigenvalue problem rather than an n+m dimensional 
generalized eigenvalue problem. The following identities, which are 
obtained from (7) and (8) of Lemna 1, can be used to pass back and forth 
f~ (11) to (12): 
R Fro::! these ide.'1tities we nee that when leu 0, CX! .. 0 and Yj,B .. O. There-
fore, (11) cannot be used when k" a to compute angles of: approach because 
J 
~--=----. 
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2 
arg (dsi ) - arg (0) I which is not defined. 
Equations (11) and (12) are still valid when the controllability 
and observability aSfNmptions are rel3.Xod. However, angles can only 
be computed for modes that are lxIth controllable and observable because 
only these modes move as a function of k, and thus have well defined angles. 
H The 'Vi and "i vectors are also useful for the calculation of eigen-
value sensitivities. This is sb:>wn in the next la::na. A separate proof 
of this lemma is not necessary because the proof follows from intc-~ediate 
steps in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 2. The sensitivities of distinct closed loop eigenvalues to 
changes in k, for 0 ~ k ~ CD, are found by 
0<):<'" (15) 
i-I, ... ,p 
O<k<C:O (16) 
i - l, ..• ,p 
Equations (15) and (16) give the same an'-lers for 0 < k < CD. Even 
though k appears only in (15), \o"e note that lxIth (IS) and (16) are 
dependent on k because the vectors y~, Xi' n~, and Vi are all dependent 
on k. 
2In [1] a IjmitUlg az,;u:nent as J.:+O is used to derive alternate equation.; 
for the angles of apr-r.>ach. These results are more complicated than (12) 
because the rank of CB !:lUst be deter.:u.ned. The generalized eigenvalue 
problem eliI:linates the need for this rank detemUlatl.On. Furthcr.nore, 
the equation 91ven in [1) for t~e Rank (CB) - m cnse (3.16b [1]) is 
incorrect due to an error in the derivation aftc= (3.15 (ll). ThlS 
error leads to the incorrect conclusion that the angles of approach 
aro indcpcr.dcnt of the output feedback matrix K. 
-~---'--- ------- -- - -- -
, 
) 
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Exar.-ole I 
To illustra.te that aoovc resulta, we define a systE3!l S(A,B,C;) and 
plot root loci for each of 3 output feedback ~atrices K. The system 
matrices are 
-4 7 
-1 13 0 1 
0 3 0 2 1 0 A- B-4 7 
-4 8 2 0 
0 -1 0 0 
-2 0 
[: 
-5 2 
-:] . c -
-14 0 
The out;::ut fE'edback lI'.3.trices are 
Case ft I Ca~e 112 Case 113 
1<:- [
10 
o 
case #2 is the same as used in tIl. The root loci are shown in Figure 
2. The angles of departure and approach were cocputed and are list~~ 
in Table 1. 
The syGt~ r~s t~Q open loop unstable modes that are attracted to 
unstable transm~ssion zeroes, so for all values of k the system is 
unstable. Tho system h<lS t.~'O open loop stable :nodes that are l>ttracted 
to ~ along the negative real ay.~s. One a! the branches f~rzt goes 
to the right along the negative real axis and then turns around. 
The turn aro~~d po~t is c41l~d a branch point. The rcot locus can 
---.. --
----..................... --:--- -
~-.-.-.. - -------
-------.---
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be thought of as being plotted on a Riemann surface, and the branch 
points are points at which the root locus moves between dU£erent sheets 
of the Riemar.n surface [ 5 I . 
TABLE 1 
Angles of l'eparture and APPr.:lach for Example 1 
Case Angles of Departure Angles of Approach 
-4 + 21 1 2 1 + 1 
1 t 173 0 00 1800 +" 1700 
2 + 149 0 180 +" 121 
3 + 135 0 180 +" 114 
-15-
Case #1 
2 
-15 -10 ;; 5 
-2 
Case *2 
x 
-. 
r 
, -- -------~- -
~--:- -, ... ~ .... ~.~ - "l 
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III. Angles and Scnsitivi~ies of the Optimal Root Loeun 
OUr attention now shifts from the linoar output feedback problem to 
tho linear optUn~l state feedback problem with a quadratic cost function. 
As in [7, 121, we show that the optimal root locus for this problem is A 
special case of the ordinary output feedback root locus. We show how 
to compute aS~'mptotically finite properties of the optimal root locus 
and how to computo angles and sensitivities. 
Tho linear optlm.lll state feedback problem is 
u - F(x) • 
n 
x e JR , u e~m (17) 
(18) 
The optimal control is required to be a function of the state and to 
minUn~e the infinite time quadratic cost function 
J • j T T (x QX + pu Ru)dt , 
o 
whero 
As usual we assumo that (A,B) is controllablo and that the state ~~ightln9 
mat:: ix, facto~ed into 
rxn 
where Rank (Q) - Rank (H) • r, and HeR 1 produces an observablo 
~h' (H,A). 
l 
I 
I 
1 
J 
I 
~ 
I 
i , 
I 
.. ~ ......... ---.. .,. ... -.. --- ... 
-----... --_ ... _----- . 
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JCalman (18) has shown (for p>O) that the optimal control is a linear 
function of the state 
u • -Fx (19) 
where 
(20) 
and P is the solution of the Riccati equation 
(21) 
The closed loop system matrix is 
(22) 
As P is varied from infinity down to zero the closed loop eiqcnvalu-cs 
trace out. an opti.t:lal root locus. 
To study the optimal root locus we define a linear output feedback 
problem with 2n states, In inputs, and m outputs. 
B. [:J 
The closed loop system I:\atrlX is 
1 --- [A Z-A--BKC -
P _Q 
I , 
~ ( 
r 
-}8-
The Z matrix 1s GO!!Ietimss called the Hmnilton1an JIIZltrix. Its 2n 
eigf'nvalues are known to be sywnetric about the izM.ginary axis, and 
those eigenvalues in the left half plane (LHP) are the eigenvalues of 
Act ( a ] • We again assume that the 2n eigenvalues of Z nra distinct. 
Then the right and left eigenvectors of Z can be defined to be 
i. 1, ••• , 2n • 
The right eigenvector%] C.M\ be further decomposed into 
Then the Xi vector is a right eigenvector of Ad. and. ti - Pxi " There 
is apparently not a si!nilarly easy ... oay to find the left eigenvecto::' 
H H 
Y1 of Ac~ from zi and Wi" 
The closed loop eigenvalues, right and left eigenvectors of Z can 
be found by solving ordinary eigenvalues problems. Alternatively, 
using Lemma 1, they can be found by solving the following generalized 
eigenvalue problems. 
e= 
sil B __ ~ [::J -0 
-c -pK 
1-l, •• ",2p (23) 
-~. 1["- SiI B 1 Wi ni .. "-lJ .. 0 
-c -pK 
i • l, ••• ,2p (24) 
The number of finite generalized eigenvalues is 2p - 2n if p > 0 and 
is 0 ~ 2p ~ 2 (n-m) if p - o. 
~ 
I 
c 
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We can analyze the optimal root locus by using the LHP portion 
ot the root locus of the Hamiltonian systan. At p • CD the n branches 
ot the optimal root locus start at the stable open loop poles (or the 
mirror image about the imaginary axis of the open loop unstable poles). 
The branchos of the optimlll root locus always stay in t.he LHP. As 
p+O, P ot these branches stay finite and approach trans:nisloion zeroes, 
where 0 ~ p ~ n-m. These transmission zeroes are the finite LHP solutions 
of the generali~ed eigenvalue problem (23) with p. O. The right zero 
directions associated with the transmission zeroes arc tho Xi portions 
3 
of the associated zi vectors. 
These asymptotically finite properties will be grouped together 
in the following way: 
o 0 
S • diAg (sl' ... , 
o 0 ~ach si is a transmission zero and each Xi is a right zero direction. 
o Because each Xi is a dir~ction it is only unique to within a scdar 
multiple. 
3 T rum If Q. H H, where H e~ , then an n+m dimension generali:~ eigen-
value problem using S(A,B,H) can be Golved to find the transml.stOion 
zeroes. The p brar.ches that rCll'.ain finite app~oach the LHP trllnnnission 
zeroes, or the mirror image about the imaginary a.'Cis of the RUP trans-
mission zeroes. Tho zero directions are the vectors associated w.th 
the LHP transmission z~~oee. The zero directions associated with the 
mirror image of the RUP transmission zeroes cannot be found using 
this n+m dimension problem. 
t 
r { 
? 
• ;; 
I 
", 
c 
"' 
----._------ -_ ... __ .. _----
The angles and sensitivities of the optimal root locus can be 
found by applying Theorem 1 and LentmIS 2 to the namUtoniAn system. The 
results are the following: 
Theorcm 2. The angles on the optimal root locus, for 0 ~ p ~ CIO 
and for distinct 8 i , ere found by 
(25) 
O<p~CIO 
i - l, ••• ,p 
(26) 
i - 1, ••• , P 
Remark. The angles of departure are found using (25) with 
P .CIO, and the angles of approach by using (26) with p- O. For p> 0, 
p .. n, and for p - 0, 0 ~ p ~ n-m. 
Lemna 3. The sensitivities of distinct closed loop eigenvalues 
to changes in P, for 0 ~p ~ CIO, are found by 
-1 T] BR B 
zi 
o 
i .. 1, ••• I P 
O<p~CIO (27) 
i '" 1, ••• , P 
(28) 
., 
.. 
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Remark. The computations for (25-2B) can be reduced by using 
the following identities. First, fran (23) and (24), it can be shown 
that 
Second, fro::l (B], let si be the RHP mirror image about the imaginary 
- -fl~H ~xis of si' and let %i • (xi' ~i) be the right eigenvector associated 
with s1.' Then the left eigenvector associated with siis 
H 
w -i 
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N. Asymptotically Infinite Properties of the Optimal Root Locus 
In this section we continue to analyze the optiI:lal root locus. 
We review what is kno~n about the asymptotic behavior and then present 
an algorith= which can be used to predict the asymptotically infinite 
behavior. 
Review of Known Asymptotic Behavior 
As P + 0 the number of asymptotically finite branches is p, where 
o ~ p ~ n-ln. These branches approach the LHP trans::tission zeroes of 
tho Hamiltonian system. The associated eigenvectors approach zero 
directions, which are part of the zero directions of the Hamiltonian 
system, as explained in section III. The remaining n-p branches group in 
m DuttenlOrth patterns and approach infinity. Let the order of the ith 
pattern by n1. Each of the n1 eigenvalues in this pattern lies on one 
4 
of n1 as~~ptotes with a distance from the origL~ approx~ately equal 
to 
There are n. right eigenvectors associated Wl.th the pattern. Thes"! 
1-
n 
span the same subspace of JR spanned by 
4A first order Butterworth pattern has one asymptote which coincides 
with the negative real axis. A second order Butter~rth pattern has 
two as~~~totes which have angles of +45 0 wl.th the negative real axis. 
In general, an ith order Butte~~rth-pattern has i as~~ptotes, each 
of which starts at the origin and goes through the LHP solutions s 
of 5 2 l. + E-ll i ,. O. 
... 
.. 
lIP' 
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The ordering of these vectors can be conveniently summarized in terms of 
a multi-index defined in the following way: 
y. (01, 11, 21, ••• , (nl-l]l, 02, 12, 22, ••• , (n2-1)~, ••• , 
(n -11m) • 
III 
i co 
Each component ij of y describes the vector A 8'1 j associated witl1 the III 
Buttenorth patterns. 
One special case of the above as}~ptotically infinite structure 
deserves special notice. When Rank (BTQB) III m then there are (n-m) 
finite modes and the remaining m infinit~ modes all form first order 
Butterwrth patterns. This is called the "generic
P case. For an 
explanation of the word "generic," see r19]. The III asyoptotically 
infinite eigenvalues lie on the negative real axis an approximate distance 
co 1/2 co SlIP from the origin. Their associated eigenvectors approach BVi 
and, hence, the mUlti-inde.'c y is 
y - (01, 02, ••• , Om) 
ell) CD 
The asymptotically infinite c1genstructure {s i' \) i' i - 1, ••• , Ill} 
of a generic problem can be readily computed by solving the following 
m-dimensional eigenvalue problem: 
a) 2 -1 T CD 
(Si) I - R B QB]V i as 0 i .. 1, •••• m. 
The resulting solutions w111 be grouped together in the follow1ng way: 
-~-.--------
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aD Each of the \Ii vectors is a direction and is therefore only unique to 
within a scalar multiple. 
In contrast to the generic problem, the nongeneric case does not 
yield to a similarly simple calculation of its infinite asymptotic 
eigenstructure. For this case, it is necessary to evaluate vectors 
aD aD 
\Ii' scalars s1' and also the Butten.orth dimensions n i , i-I, ••• , m. 
An algorithm for this pJrpose is provided below. 
An Algorithm for the Non-Generic Case 
aD Onder our earlier assumptions. the \Ii vet:tors form a basis for 
l{m. The algoritm presented here decomposes m'(Ij into these basis vectors. 
This is done in two steps. The first is to compute basj,s vectors for a 
sequence of Ui subspaces of JRm (defined below). The second step is to 
use a series of eigenvalue problems to further break down the Ui sub-
co 
spaces into the \I i ba~::l.S vectors. These same eigenvalue problems compute 
.., 
the Sils. 
Let k < n-m+l be the highest order ButtenlOrth pattern. Define 
the matrices 
i=l, ••• ,k, 
and define the subspaces of lRm 
C 
t 
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These subspaccs are sho~n pictorially in Figure 3. They are nested 
such that 
and their dimensions satisfy 
1111 • dim Ui _1 - dim Ui 
k 
L lIIi • III i-I 
i IS 1, •••• k 
5 A basis for each of the Ui subspaces can be recursively COtllputed. The 
th 
recursion stops at the k step wher. Uk - O. Defina 
i - 0,1, ••• , k-1 
to be matrices whose columns form a basis for the Ui SIl~spaces. The 
basis vectors are not unique, and without loss of generality let 
o - I o 
Though it is not obvious at this ~int, we note that the number 
of ith order Butterworth patterns is 0.. If there are no ith order 
1. 
Butterworth patterns then lI\i • 0 and U i-I • U i • The dimensions o! U i 
are ClX1 i' where 
and 11 is the nw:lber of But~erworth patterns ot order greater than i. 
When the U
i 
matrices are computed we have t!nollgh infomation to fonn 
5 
numerically this lIIl y be difficult to do. The dl!CO:!lIXlsitlon requires deter-
mination of the kernal of a matr1X ar.d the intersection of subspaces. For 
beth of the singulzr value decompositlon i3 a sood tool to use [14]. 
, 
/ 
',' 
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Fig. 3. The U. Subspace;, 
1 
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Y, the mclti-index which lists the orders 01 the m Buttenorth patterns. 
In the generic case k" 1, lUI .. m, and Ul III o. 
The next step in the algorithm is to use the Ui matrices to 
m m ~ m 
~pute Nand S. We decompose Nand S into 
~ ~ 
Ni is an llOO:li matrl.X whose columns are the \I j 's associated with itl} 
co 
order Buttenorth patterns. 5i is an mi x mi diagonal matrix whose 
co 
diagonal elements are the Sj'S ~ssociated with ith order Butterworth 
patterns. \'e nace that 
iez 0, ••• , k-l 
and that in generQl 
co co 
ImN rtDnN.;lO 
1. J 
for i;'j 
In \!lOrds, these t..,w:) equations tell us that one basis for the subspace 
0> 
Ui consists of the vectors \Ii assocJ.ated Wl.th Buttc~rth pattenls of 
0> 
order great ~r than i, and that in get,pral the \Ii's are not orthogc.:lal. 
We dcfl.ne two more sets of matrices: 
i=l, ••. ,k 
T -1 T 
Tl. = (Ui l RU • 1) (U 1G u. 1) - 1,- l.- 1. 1.- 1."'I, ••• ,k 
When the U matrl.ces are known then the T. natrl.ces can be coroFuted in 
i l. 
a stral.ghtfon.-ard manner. The dJJllensions of Tl. arc X. i _1 x ~i-l. The 
.. 
," 
.. 
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significance of the Ti matrices is that they can be decomposed by an 
CD eo eigenvalue problem to find the Ni and S1 matrices. This connection 
is made clear in the followJ.ng Theorem. 
i-I, ••• , k. (29) 
Ai is a diagonal matrix with positive real eigenvalues, and 
(30) 
(31) 
Proof: Appendix A. 
Note that in the decomposition (29), Wil has as many columns as 
there are ith order Butten.orth patterns, and t~i2 has as many ("olumns 
as there are Butterworth patterns of greater than ith order. SO the 
diJnens1.ons of W1.1 and l~i2' respectively, are 1i _l x mi and 11_1 x t i • If there are no ith order Buttenvorth patterns then'!' 1. • 0 and Wn is 
not present. 
Note further that there are no restrictions on the multiplicity 
co 
of the s.'s (thes~ are positive real nw~ers and not closed loop 1. 
co co eigenvalues). If 81 a Sj but they are associ~ted with Butte~Qrth 
patterns of different orders then they are solutions to different 
eigenvalue probleMS (29). Consequently there is no arnbl.guity l.n the 
-29-
CD CD 
asscciated \Ii end \I j vectors. 
• CD 
However, if 8 i - Sj and they aro 
associated 
with Butterworth patterns of the same order then wo can only say that 
ID 011 
m 
\11 and \I j form a nonunique b
asis for a two dimensional subspace of lR • 
This 1s known from propertios of the Jordan canonical form of T1 (29) 
and from (30). 
Exa:nple 2 
The algorithm described above is illustrated with the following 
A, B, Q - HTH, nnd R matricesl 
0 1 0 1 0 0 
-s -4 0.1 1 0 0 
A - B-
0.1 0 -1 1 1 0 
La '0 0 5 t.o 1 
t
65 0 0 
:] r01 -.10 J H • R -100 10 0 -.01 .1211 
Tho asyrnptotic.:llly finitu properties nre found by solv1.ng a gencrali:ed 
eigenvalue problem using the system 5(11.,8,11). Th! re~"Ults are 
1 
o 
5 - (10) o 
-10 
X • 
o 
6S 
The ~syt:\ptoti.'lly l.nf inite prop,'rtics are found by the aigon.thIn 
of Theorem 3. First we find the Ui SUb5~'CCS ~nd their
 mntriccs Ui : 
, 
r 
I 
--.. ----.... ----
----- ~ . ~ ...... ---" ... -~ ... -------
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-5] 
10 
Since Ui • ker'l' U1 • r:] Since ker '2 • O. U2 • U1 n ker '2 • o. 
The number of first and second order Butterworth patterns are 
ml '" cUm Uo - dim Ul - 1 
til - dim U - dim U - 1 2 1 2 
Th~ T~ ~~trices and their Jordan canonical forms are 
Therefore 
1 [0 
'!' - R G • 1 1 0 
N7 _ W _ [1] 
11 1 
f1- J '~'O2 • u1w.,. - J 
_. Lu 
[3) 
Cl 
:r 
co 
N - [: :1 S .. y - (01, 02, 12) • 
co Each \. ... ~ .... m of N represents a direction and is therefore only unique 
to wl.1. ~!" a sca.ll\r multiple. 
t 
I 
! 
i 
, 
t 
C 
l 
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V. Conclusions 
Both the eigenvalue and generali:cd eigenvalue problems can be used 
to compute angles and sensitivities of multivariable root loci and optimal 
l:'oot loci. The generali::ed eigenvalue problem is superior to use for 
compUting the ~gles of approach. 
The elementary matrices A, B, Q, and R can be used to determine the 
asymptotic behavior of the optimal root locus and the associated eigenvectors. 
A generalized eigenvalue problem can be used to co~pute sO 
1. 
o 
and Xl' the 
asymptotically finite properties. A subspace decomposition of the control 
m space :R and a series of eigenvalue proble:ns can be used to cOr.lpute 
CD CD S , N , and y; the asymptotically infinite properties. 
We are hopeful that a similar type of S'Ubspace decot:"position can be 
used to determ~e the asympotically jnfL~ite behavior of arbitrary 
multivari~ble root loci. The extension of the present method is diffi-
cult, however, because we do not in general have the syn~etry of closed 
loop eigenvalues about the i!:laginary axis forced by the opti:nal Hamiltonian 
system. 
, . 
h' 
I 
C 
rt 
, 
, 
---_ ..... -----_.-
• 
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APpendix A - Proof of Theorm 3 
The proof is by induction and uses the fact that all closed loop 
eigenvalues Sj and closed loop vectors Vj must satisfy 
j - 1, ••• , n 
where 
1 1 
• H(;I + 2 A + ••• )D 
s 
Equation (A.l) is derived in (20]. It can also be dfS.rived by 
manipulations of (23). An expanded version of ~T(_s)¢(s) is 
(A.l) 
The first step in the induction proof is to show that the theorem 
CD co is valid for NI and 51. We as~e withL'ut loss of generality that 
first order ButterlolOrth patterns exist. Equaticn (A.I) can be 
rewritten 
j .. 1, ... , n . CA.2) 
. . 
, 
---_ ..... ---" ..... - , . -- ,-," .. - -
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-2 As p+O the Sj term dominates (for the asymptotically infinite eigen-
values Sj) and (A.2) can be rewritten 
(~jI - n-1BTQB)V; a 0 
2 ~j a PSj • 
j - 1, ••• , III CA.3) 
CA.4) 
-1 T The eigenvalues ~j of n B QB are real and nonnegative. (This is be-
cause the eigenvalues are the same as those of R-l / 2BTQBR-1/2, which is 
a matrix of the fom xTx, which is known to have real and nonnegative 
eigenvalues). When ~j > 0 we can usa (;\.4) to GOlve for sr The LHP 
1/2 1/2 solution is OJ - -~j /p , which is a first order Butterworth pattern 
CD 1/2 m 
CD with Sj - ~j • Therefore 51 as given in Theorem 3 is valid. N1 is also 
• CD • valid, bec~une !ro:n (A.3) \Ie see that the Vj vectors associated with 
-1 T first order Buttcrt~rth patterns are eigenvectors of R B QB. 
CD 
The Vj vectors associated with Iluttert.'Orth patterns of order greater 
-1 T than one form a ballis for the kernel of R It QB, which is U1 • Heuristically 
CD 
-2 speaking, these V
J 
vectorll are not "trapped" by the Sj te%m of CA.2). 
CD The next step in the induction proof is to asswoe that s. 1 and 1-CD CD m CD CD Ni _1 are valid and then show that Si and tli are valid. If 5i _l and N1_1 
CD 
are valid then the Vj vectors associated with Butterworth patterns of 
order ~ i form a m'lis for Ui _l • 
CD Therefore for each of these V. vectors 
J 
co there exists an Wj vector such t~~t V
J 
D Ui_1wj • SUbstitute this into 
(A. 1) to get 
• 
j -1, ..• , 11_1 
h 
, , 
Ii 
il , 
. 
" 
, 
, 
. 
r 
J 
... - ~_ - -. __ ., __ 1'-
, 
_ ...._-----.. -
.. -~ .. ---------.-- - ---~ .... --~ ... -
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Multiply on the left to get 
After some algebra this reduces to 
-21 As p+O the Sj term dominates and we get 
i 21 A .. -(-1) ps j j 
j • 1, ••• , 1.1_1 (A. 5) 
(A.G) 
The eigenva.lues A. are real ar.d nonnegative, for the same reasons as 
J 
for the i-1 case. mten Aj > 0 we can solve for Sj' and the LUP solutions 
CD 1/2 
are recognized as an ith order Butten.'Orth pattern with Sj - Aj • 
CD 
Therefore S1 of Theorem 3 is valid. The eigenvectors 6Jj of '1'1 associated 
with the nonz&ro eigenvalues Aj are the columns of Wil and therefore 
CD CD 
Ni - 0i_l Wile The Vj vectors associated with ButtenJOrth patterns of 
-21 
order greater than i are not "trapped" by the Sj ten:1, and therefore 
they lie in Ur This completes the proof. 
/ 
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